Directions to UMBC Training Centers

FROM (I-95):
Take exit 47 A-B, towards 195/ MD-166/BWI Airport/Catonsville. Stay on SR-166 towards MD-166/Catonsville. Do not take the UMBC exit.

Turn LEFT at stop sign onto S. Rolling Road. Turn Right onto S. Rolling Road/Gun Road. (If you go over a bridge, you have gone too far.) Continue on the road straight ahead into the UMBC South Campus complex, don’t fork to the right up the hill. Follow directions below to appropriate building.

FROM (SR-295):

FROM (I-195):
Take I-195 towards Catonsville. At exit 4B, road name changes to SR-166. Do not take the UMBC exit.

Turn LEFT at stop sign onto South Rolling Road. Turn Right onto S. Rolling Road/Gun Road. (If you go over a bridge, you have gone too far.) Continue on the road straight ahead into the UMBC South Campus complex, don’t fork to the right up the hill. Follow directions below to appropriate building.

FROM (I-695):
Take I-695 heading West. At exit 12B-C, take Ramp towards MD-372/Wilkens Avenue. Turn LEFT onto Wilkens Avenue/ MD-372 W. Follow road straight through the traffic circle.

Turn LEFT onto SR-166 South (Rolling Road). Turn Right onto S. Rolling Road/Gun Road. (If you go over a bridge, you have gone too far.) Continue on the road straight ahead into the UMBC South Campus complex, don’t fork to the right up the hill. Follow directions below to appropriate building.

FROM (I-83):
Take I-83 to I-695 West and follow directions from I-695.

To Classroom Building – 1442 S. Rolling Road (Classroom Labs 1 – 5):
Once in the South Campus, continue past parking areas to the building complex. Turn Right at the main sign up the hill. Parking is located on the RIGHT. Once you park, walk up the hill and the Classroom building is on your right.

To Technology Center Main Building – 1450 S. Rolling Road (Offices, Classrooms):
Once in the South Campus, continue past parking areas to building complex. Turn Left at the main sign up the hill. Parking is located on the LEFT. The building is across the street from the parking lot. Enter at the glass doors. Around the back of the receptionist desk are the elevators.

- To Training Rooms 3.014, 3.013 - Take the elevator to the third floor. Turn right off of the elevator. Turn left at the end of the hallway, and follow the hallway around. The training rooms are located on the Right.

- To Training Centers Offices: - We are located on the 4th floor. Turn right off of the elevator. We are located on the right side of the hallway.